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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
a host of
Preparations for Alumni Night always stimulate
about
and some sentimental,
recollections , some stimulating
our college years and the years that followed. For those of us
and
who grad uated within the last 25 years, the similarities
contrasts among these memories are striking.
During the past year I have been very much impressed With
the dedication of our faculty and alumni and with the dignity
and purposefulness of our college alumni officers and committee
chairmen who have worked so hard and so successfully on our
many projects. As I look back on this year , I find myself amazed
at the constant and dramatic expansion of the campus , the new
look of the students, and the rapid adaptation the college has
made to changes in technol ogy, professional practices and social
attitudes .

Rhode Island College is c han ging leaders again in 1968 , and
what if any , change in direction this will mea,n remains to be
seen. It is our earnest hope as alumni and the pledge of ou r
alumni leader ship that in whatever c han ge may come about, the
identity of Rhode Island College will be enhanced, its traditions
continued , and its high purpose followed. Vigorous and pe~sistent
alumni involvement will assure this
We trust that the growing needs of the college will continue
to be met by adequate sta te financing , but it is obvious that we
will need more and more help from alumni and friends. The
alumni fund and the RIC Foundation are our channels of support.
Let us use them'
Ann L. Hogan
President
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Alumni News -

Spring, 1968

This is issue Number 3 of Volume 16 of
the magazine published
by the Alumni
Association of Rhode Island College, 600
Mt. Pleasant Ave. , Providence, R. I. 02908.
"The Review", formerly known as "The
Rhode Island College Alumni News", is
published annually in November, February,
May and July.
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
Galley Proof

Preparations for Alumni Night always stimulate
a host of
recollections,
some stimulating
and some sentimental,
about
our college years and the years that followed. For those of us
who graduated within the last 25 years, the similarities
and
contrasts among these memories are striking .
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During the past year I have been very much impressed With
the dedication of our faculty and alumni and with the dignity
and purposefulness of our college alumni officers and committee
chairmen who have worked so hard and so successfully on our
many projects. As I look back on this year, I find myself amazed
at the constant and dramatic expansion of the campus, the new
look of the students , and the rapid adaptation the college has
made to changes in technology, professional practices and social
attitudes.
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Jim Joseph, top runner for the Anchorman cross country team last fall , made his
lo-0-0-0-ng distance debut April 19 in the
annual Boston Marathon. Joseph, a freshman from East Providence, finished 48th in
a field of more than 700, covering the 26mile, 285-yard course from Hopkington to
the Prudential Center in Boston in two
hours, 53 minutes and 37 seconds behind
the winner .
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Manuel Renasco expects to be the first
one in to the proposed swimming pool at
the Walsh Center. Manny, who left the faculty in February to resume his engineering
career , had proposed the incorporation of
a swimming pool into the present Walsh
Center when it was in the planning stages.
His proposal was rejected by the Board of
Trustees largely for finance reasons. The
Physical Education Center was, however,
planned so that when the swimming pool
could be added, it would make use of already existing facilities, such as locker
rooms . Watch for the big Alumni Splash)

(~
Long-distance riders on the faculty are
becoming numerous. Massachusetts commuters include two from Braintree, two
from Brookline, and one each from Wrentham, Cambridge and Sharon. In the other
direction come George Kent from Westerly
and Mel Reich from Storrs, Connecticut .
But the most energetic traveler is still John
Taylor of the Physical Education department who on occasion cycles to RIC from
his home in Cranston.
Five Rhode Island College students went
to prison recently, but their only crime was
rapid fire response to specific questioning.
The students, with advisor Philip C.
Joyce, assistant professor of speech, traveled to the Norfolk State Prison in Massachusetts to challenge a prison team in a quickwitted competition based on television's
College Bowl.
The prison team, made up of convicts,
all serving sentences of 20 years or more,
gained a large measure of national attention last year when they defeated teams
from Harvard and Tufts in their unique
prison auditorium competition.
Before an audience of more than 100,
the RIC team defeated the inmates 198181, after trailing by 26 points at half-time!
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THE PLAIN FACT IS .....

.

THIS ISSUE OF THE REVIEW INCLUDES
A SPECIAL REPORT, PREPARED BY EDITORIAL PROJECTS FOR EDUCATION, THAT
TAKES A HARD LOOK AT THE FINANCIAL
STATE OF OUR COUNTRY'S COLLEGES.
HOW DOES RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE FIT
INTO THE PICTURE?
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The plain fact is that RIC has been
supported
well by the state of Rhode
Island in its orderly and rapid growth since
1952 .

400%

Perhaps it is because its requests have
been carefully documented , thriftily drawn ,
and relatively modest. Whatever the rea sons , for many years the budget requests
of the college administration
have been
accepted almost as subm itted by the Board
of Trustees of State Colleges, the governor
and the legislature. In addition, all bond
issues submitted
to the electorate
have
been passed by substantial
majorities.

$

That this honeymoon may be drawing
to an end could be indicated by the fact
that the students' general fee had to be
raised to $250 to meet the 1968 -69 budget.
(Out of state students pay an additional
$585.) In the future any reduction in available state funds may have to be met by a
cut in the essential budget of the college.
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During the past 15 years expenditures
grew roughly in proportion
to growth in
enrollment.
Recently , however, costs are
beginning to rise more rapidly than enroll ment.
Inflation , expensive
technological
services , fringe benefits to employees, substantial increases in faculty salaries, and
increased maintenance costs as new build ings grow old, are tending to boost costs
more quickly than in the past.
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The student body itself had faced a
need for increased revenue last year , when
it decided to raise the Student Activity
Fee from $25 to $40 a year. This , with
dining and union fees of $30, adds up to
$320 in basic fees charged every student
each year. Optional but desirable insurance
costs $9, books cost about $125 a year,
and room and board cost $875.

Budget - $1,100,000
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PROGRESS
BY PLAN

Change has been the byword at Rhode
Island College for the past 10 years. but
the dramatic growth and expansion of the
college has been in no way haphazard.

the campus
at the peak hour of any
college day, although through out the day
3000 vehicles contend for 1425 parking
spaces.

now being used at near capacity .) This
constant study and review by authorities
on and off the campus assures an intelli gen t and steady , if not speedy, growth.

The first plan for construction
of the
"new RICE" called for a single building
to house college classrooms, the laboratory
school, and all the other facilities needed
for the 600 -700 students
then enrolled.
During 1955, however, studies indicated
that enrollment
was due to rise rapidly,
and this type of construction
would be
confining . Howe, Prout, and Eckman , the
college architects , were instructed to suggest a campus, and they revised the plan
accordingly.
When occupied in 1958 , the
campus
included
six buildings:
Roberts
Hall , Alger Hall , Craig-Lee Hall , Whipple
Gymnasium , Henry Barnard School , and
the Student Center, which included the
library , lounges , and cafeteria.

During the sixties , the firm of Engelhardt,
Engelhardt,
Liggett and Cornell was employed to conduct
a survey and make
rec o mmendations
for o rderly expansion.
Later Sasaki , Dawson , Demay Associates ,
Inc ., was employed as consultant on campus development. and in 1966 submitted a
progress report with a set of "flexible"
recommendations
for action.

The findings of the Rhode Island General
Assembly' s Commission to Study the Entire
Field of Education suggest a much more
rapid increase in college-bound
students
than had been projected. This may require
a revision in plans for the expansion
of
Rhode Island College. The enrollment
projections
prepared
by the administration
of the college , however , is more conserva·
tive and would indicate that the college
is growing
approximately
in accordance
with the needs of the state.

In 1959 , the Commission to Study Higher
Education completed a two-year study in
which it found that the enrollment of RIC
must triple, a nd URl's double, by 1970 to
meet the anticipated
needs of the state.
The firm of Blair Associates, planning
consultants,
was employed to review and
project the growth of the college , and in
1960 it published a twenty-year development plan for construction
and conversion
to prepare the college for an enrollment
in 1980 of 4000.
Following the Blair blueprint,
the construction of eight new buildings was undertaken. The new library, the Clarke-Science
Building and the Fred J. Donovan Dining
Center were opened in 1962. At this time
the cafeteria in the Student Center became
a snack bar, the library was made over
into a lounge and offices for student
personnel services and student organizations.
The Mary Thorp Residence Hall opened
in 1961, and Mary Weber Hall in 1965.
The President's
House was occupied
in
1965 . Horace Mann Hall opened one win g
in 1966, and the second in 1967. The
Michael
F. Walsh Health
and Physical
Educati on Center opened in 1965 .
The campus has doubled in size during
the past decade , and further land acquisition is contemplated as part of the planned
development.
Boiler room expansion, utili ties extension
and addition
of parking
facilities
must accompany growth.
Parking is a major problem on a community campus that is not convenient
to
bus services. At RIC 2000 cars park on

2

The Sasaki projection
anticipates
enlargement within approximately the present
physical grounds.
It label s part of the
campus the " teach ing core," and another
the "dormi t ory area. " The " teaching core"
is defined as the area in which a student
can reasonably move from one end to the
other in the ten minutes allowed between
classes.
Referring to the East Campus (the origi nal buildings) and the West Campus (the
buildings surrounding the Mall) , the study
proposes immediate
construction
of the
professional studies classroom building adjacent to Henry Barnard School, an administration
wing on Roberts Hall , an addition to Craig-Lee Hall, and a faculty wing
on the Donovan Dining Center.
Meanwhile, the Student Union and the
music wing of Roberts Hall opened this
yea r. The third residence hall , now under
construction , will be quite different
in
appearance from the two existing dormitories, but will retain the a rrangement of
single rooms grouped
in suites.
It will
include an infirmary
with both in-patient
and out-patient services.
While the Sasaki-Dawson-Demay
study
reviews and updates the 1960 -1980 plan
to take care of the anticipated
underg raduate enrollment
of 4000 , the college
faculty has issued long - and short-range
goals for the college. The curriculum committee continually
analyzes the needs of
the community and the interest and desires
of faculty and students and makes appropriate recommendation
for additions
and
changes in the curriculum offerings of the
college. The college space-use committee
studies the effect of these developments
and makes recommendations
for the use
and adaptations of the buildings available
or proposed. The office of institutional
research has undertaken a space utilization
projection
to assist in the planning
of
orderly campus development.
(A prelimi nary report indicates that the college is

The 1966 campus plan (right) was revised
in 1967 to include a classroom building
for professional studies adjacent to Henry
Barnard Schoo/ and to move the administration wing to the west of the Roberts
Hall complex.
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A GROWING INVESTMENT

$18,586,760
has been invested in the
RIC campus to date. The state has spen t
or issued bonds for $13,820,697 . Federal
g rants account for $1,076 ,033. Th e balance

BUILDINGS

THE BUDGET AND DEPRECIATION

of $1 ,355 ,967 is self-liquidating
bonds,
that is, loans to be paid off by the income
from the use of the facilities.

FEDERAL
FUNDS

STATE FUNDS

Original Campus, land , six
buildings, and util itie s
Adams Library
Renovation

$5,630,400
997,500
6 1,44 7

TOTAL

$5,630,400

$

24 ,800

997,500
86,247

111,000

610,000*

72 1,000

Donovan Din ing Center
Fac ulty Wing

205,000
250,000

520,000'''

725,000
250,000

Clarke Science Building
Renovat ion

973,000
27,061

10,900

973,000
37,961

Mann

Hall

754,429
516,000

167,033
25 1,3 00

921,462
767,300

Walsh

Phys ical

Thorp

Residence

Hal l

1
II
Ed.

Roberts Hal l Music
Administration
Presiden t 's

Residence

Student

Uni on
Residence

Profe ssio nal
Utilities

Wing
Wing

Hous e

Weber

Third

Cent er

1,100,00
300,000
300,000

1,100 ,000

150,000

83,100
Hal l

300,000
450 ,000
83,100

750 ,000*

750 ,000

214,000

840 ,000 '''

1,054,000

Hall

396,000

970,000 '''

1,366,000

Building

944,000

472 ,000

1,416,000

Ed.

Exten sion

344,000

34 4 ,000

Utilit ies and Play Fields

242,000

242,000

Park ing and Roadways

105,000

105,000

Parkin g, Dri veways and
Play Field s

168,960

168,960

,:,self-liquidating
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Loan s

In preparing the t otal college budget,
the president must include a cons iderable
sum t o cover the costs of maintenance,
which are hi g h at best in a col lege, but
are made higher by the almost 100 % use
of the facilities by the RIC commun ity .
Wh il e Rhode Isla nd College exists pr ima ril y to serve its students, college authorities have always felt a larger obligation
to serve the ent ire community
as far as
possible.
The RIC communi ty itself inv olves many
more people than its 2.800 students, 325
faculty members, and 325 in staff. 2,000
g raduate student s attend evening classes,
620 children attend Henr y Barnard School,
and 500 or more visitors attend activities
on campus each wee k.
The Adams Library is used for study by
Fruit Hi ll residents, Providence College students, Rhode Island Junior College stu dents, and numbers of local college and
high school studen ts as well as the undergraduate
and graduate
students
of the
college. Exhibits in the art gallery also
attract large numbers of people .
Local residents are free to use the college tenni s cou rts and neighborhood you ngsters are allowed, with in reas o n, to use the
athlet ic fields. The Walsh Center is used
by RIJC for basketball games.
Th e col lege community o rch est ra is open
t o all musicians of the state. Th e Tue sday
chamber music recitals and al l the choir ,
o rchestr a and Chalktones concerts are open
to the publ ic withou t c harge, as ar e all
lecture presentations.
Plays and dance re ci tals are offe red at a nom inal cha rge .
T he access ibi lity of the campus, and the
goo d parking facilities
when classes are
not in sess ion, makes the college a desirable site fo r community
act ivities. In encou rag in g such use as far as possible , the
college inev it ably hastens the dep reciati on of its facil it ies and in creases the im mediate costs of it s upkeep.
Non-col lege organ izat ions using campus
fac ili t ies are charged all immediate costs,
and inc o me -producing activities are allowed
only if the college receives a substa ntial
proporti o n of the income , but inevitably
the college absorbs some of the wear and
tear .

A Special Report

The
Plain FactIs...
. . . our colleges and
universities "are facing
what might easily
become a crisis"

O

UR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, over the last 20 years, have
experienced an expansion that is without precedent-in buildings and in budgets, in students and in professors, in reputation
and in rewards-in power and pride and in deserved prestige. As
we try to tell our countrymen that we are faced with imminent
bankruptcy, we confront the painful fact that in the eyes of the
American people-and I think also in the eyes of disinterested
observers abroad-we are a triumphant success. The observers
seem to believe-and I believe myself-that the American campus ranks with the American corporation among the handful of
first-class contributions which our civilization has made to the
annals of human institutions. We come before the country to
plead financial emergency at a time when our public standing
has never been higher. It is at the least an unhappy accident of
timing.
-MCGEORGE

BUNDY

President, The Ford Foundation

A Special Report

UNIVERSITY in the Midwest makes
a sad announcement: With more well-qualified
applicants for its freshman class than ever before, the university must tighten its entrance
requirements. Qualified though the kids are, the university must turn many of them away.
► A private college in New England raises its tuition
fee for the seventh time since World War JI. Jn doing
so, it admits ruefully: "Many of the best high-school
graduates can't afford to come here, any more."
► A state college network in the West, long regarded
as one of the nation's finest, cannot offer its students
the usual range of instruction this year. Despite intensive recruiting, more than 1,000 openings on the faculty
were unfilled at the start of the academic year.
► A church-related
college in the South, whose denomination's leaders believe in strict separation of church
and state, severs its church ties in order to seek money
from the government. The college must have such money,
say its administrators-or
it will die.
Outwardly, America's colleges and universities appear more affluent than at any time in the past. In the
aggregate they have more money, more students, more
buildings, better-paid faculties, than ever before in their
history.
Yet many are on the edge of deep trouble.
"The plain fact," in the words of the president of
Columbia University, "is that we are facing what might
easily become a crisis in the financing of American higher
education, and the sooner "'e know about it, the better
off we will be.''

A

TE-SUPPORTED

IIE TROUBLE is not limited to a few institutions.
Nor does it affect only one or two types of
institution. Large universities, small colleges;
state-supported and privately supported: the
problem faces them all.
Before preparing this report, the editors asked more
than 500 college and university presidents to tell usoff the record, if they preferred-just
how they viewed
the future of their institutions. With rare exceptions, the
presidents agreed on this assessment: Thal the money is

T

not noiv in sight to meet the rising costs of higher education ... to serve the growing numbers of bright, qualified
students . .. and to pay for the myriad activities that Americans now demand of their colleges and unil'ersities.
Important

programs and necessary new buildings are

EACH

NEW ATTEMPT at a massive solution has left
the trustees and presidents just where they started.

-A foundation president

stronger than ever. But the university
laboratories-are
that pauses to look back will quickly fall behind in the
endless race to the future."
Mr. Bundy says further:
"The greatest general problem of higher education is
money .... The multiplying needs of the nation 's colleges and universities force a recognition that each new
attempt at a massive solution has left the tru stees and
presidents just where they started: in very great need."
PROBLEMS of higher education
are unlike those, say, of industry. Colleges and
universities do not operate like General Motors. On the contrary, they sell their two primary services-teaching and research -a t a loss.
It is safe to say (although detail s may differ from
institution to institution) that the American college or
university student pays only a fraction of the cost of his
education.
This cost varies with the level of education and with
the educational practices of the institution he attends.
Undergraduate education, for instance, costs less than
in turn may cost less than
graduate education-which
medical education. And the cost of educating a student
in the sciences is greater than in the humanities. Whatever the variations, however, the stt1dent's tuition and
fees pay only a portion of the bill.
"As private enterprises," says one president , "we don·t
seem to be doing so well. We lose money every time we
take in another student."
Of course, neither he nor his colleagues on other
campuses would have it otherwise. Nor, it seems clear,
would most of the American people.
But just as student instruction is provided at a substantial reduction from the actual cost, so is the research
that the nation's universities perform on a vast scale for
the federal government. On this particular below-cost
service, as contrasted with that involving the provision
of education to their students , many colleges and univer sities are considerably less than enthusiastic.
J n brief: The federal government rarely pays the full
cost of the research it sponsors. Most of the money goes
for direct costs (compensation for faculty time, equipment, computer use, etc.) Some of it goes for indirect
costs (such "overhead" costs of the institution as payroll
departments, libraries, etc.). Government policy stipulates that the institutions receiving federal research grants

T

HE FINANCIAL
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must share in the cost of the research by contributing, in
some fashion, a percentage of thr total amount of the
grant.
University presidents have insisted for many years
that the government should pay the full cost of the research it sponsors. Under the present system of costsharing, they point out, it actually costs their institutions
money to conduct federally sponsored research. This has
been one of the most controversial issues in the partnership between higher education and the federal government, and it continues to be so.
In commercial terms, then, colleges and universities
sell their products at a loss. lf they are to avoid going
bankrupt, they must make up-from other sources-the
difference between the income they receive for their services and the money they spend to provide them.
With costs spiraling upward, that task becomes ever
more formidable.
ERE ARE SOME of the harsh facts: Operating expenditures for higher education more than
tripled during the past decade-from about $4
billion in 1956 to $12.7 billion last year. By
1970, if government projections are correct, colleges and
universities will be spending over $18 billion for their
current operations, plus another $2 billion or $3 billion
for capital expansion.
Why such steep increases in expenditures? There are
several reasons:
► Student enrollment is now close to 7 milliontwice what it was in 1960.
► The rapid accumulation of new knowledge and a
resulting trend toward specialization have led to a broadening of the curricula, a sharp increase in graduate study,
a need for sophisticated new equipment, and increased
library acquisitions. All are very costly.
► An unprecedented growth in faculty salaries-long
overdue-has raised instructional costs at most institutions. (Faculty salaries account for roughly half of the
educational expenses of the average institution of higher
learning.)
► About 20 per cent of the financial "growth" during
the past decade is accounted for by inflation.
Not only has the over-all cost of higher education increased markedly, but the cost per student has risen
steadily, despite increases in enrollment which might, in
any other "industry," be expected to lower the unit cost.
Colleges and universities apparently have not improved their productivity at the same pace as the economy generally. A recent study of the financial trends in
three private universities illustrates this. Between 1905
and 1966, the educational cost per student at the three
universities, viewed compositely, increased 20-fold,
against an economy-wide increase of three- to four-fold.
In each of the three periods of peace, direct costs per
student increased about 8 per cent, against a 2 per cent
annual increase in the economy-wide index.

H

Some observers conclude from this that higher education must be made more efficient-that ways must be
found to educate more students with fewer faculty and
staff members. Some institutions have moved in this
direction by adopting a year-round calendar of operations, permitting them to make maximum use of the
faculty and physical plant. Instructional devices, programmed learning, closed-circuit television, and other
technological systems are being employed to increase
productivity and to gain economies through larger
classes.
The problem, however, is to increase efficiency without jeopardizing the special character of higher education. Scholars are quick to point out that management
techniques and business practices cannot be applied
easily to colleges and universities. They observe, for
example, that on strict cost-accounting principles, a college could not justify its library. A physics professor,
complaining about large classes, remarks: "When you
get a hundred kids in a classroom, that's not education;
that's show business."
The college and university presidents whom we surveyed in the preparation of this report generally believe
their institutions are making every dollar work. There is
room for improvement, they acknowledge. But few feel
the financial problems of higher education can be significantly ~reduced through more efficient management.

O

seems fairly certain: The costs of
higher education will continue to rise. To
meet their projected expenses, colleges and
universities will need to increase their annual
operating income by more than $4 billion during the
four-year period between 1966 and 1970. They must find
another $8 billion or $10 billion for capital outlays.
Consider what this might mean for a typical private
E THING

In publicly supported colleges and univers1t1es, the
outlook is no brighter, although the gloom is of a different variety . Says the report of a study by two professors
at the University of Wisconsin:
"Public institutions of higher education in the United
States are now operating at a quality deficit of more than
a billion dollars a year. In addition, despite heavy construction schedules, they have accumulated a major capital lag."
The deficit cited by the Wisconsin profes sors is a computation of the cost of bringing the public institutions'
expenditures per student to a level comparable with that
at the private institutions. With the enrol lment growth
expected by 1975, the professors calculate, the "quality
deficit" in public higher education will reach $2.5 billion.
The problem is caused, in large part , by the tremendous
enrollment increases in public colleges and universities.
!he institutions' resources, says the Wisconsin study,
may not prove equal to the task."
Moreover, there are indications that public institutions
may be nearing the limit of expansion , unless they receive
a massive infusion of new funds. One of every seven public universities rejected qualified applicants from their
own states last fall; two of every seven rejected qualified
applicants from other states. One of every ten raised admissions standards for in-state students; one in six raised
standards for out-of-state students.

university. A recent report presented this hypothetical
case, based on actual projections of university expenditures and income:
The institution 's budget is now in balance. Its educational and general expenditures total $24.5 miliion a
year.
Assume that the university's expenditures per student
wilI continue to grow at the rate of the past ten years7.5 per cent annualiy. Assume, too, that the university 's
enrollment will continue to grow at its rate of the past
ten years-3.4 per cent annually. Ten years hence, the
institution's educational and general expenses would total
$70.7 miliion.
At best, continues the analysis , tuition payments in
the next ten years will grow at a rate of 6 per cent a year;
with 9 per
at worst, at a rate of 4 per cent-compared
cent over the past ten years. Endowment income will
grow at a rate of 3.5 to 5 per cent, compared with 7.7 per
cent over the past decade. Gifts and grants will grow at
a rate of 4.5 to 6 per cent, compared with 6.5 per cent
over the past decade.
"If the income from private sources grew at the higher
rates projected," says the analysis, "it would increase
from $24.5 miliion to $50.9 million-leaving a deficit of
$19.8 million , ten years hence. If its income from private
sources grew at the lower rates projected, it would have
increased to only $43 million - leaving a shortage of
$27.8 million, ten years hence."

ILL THE FUNDS be found to meet the pro jected cost increases of higher education?
Colleges and universities have tradi tionally received their operating income
from three sources: from the students, in the form of tuition and fees; from the state, in the form of legislative
appropriations; and from individuals, foundations, and
corporations, in the form of gifts. (Money from the federal
government for operating expenses is still more of a hope
than a reality.)
Can these traditional sources of funds continue to
meet the need? The question is much on the minds of the
nation's college and university presidents.
► Tuition and fees: They have been rising-a nd are
likely to rise more. A number of private "prestige" institutions have pas sed the $2,000 mark. Public institutions
are under mounting pressure to raise tuition and fees,
and their student charges have been rising at a faster rate
than those in private institutions.
The problem of student charges is one of the most
controversial issues in higher education today. Some feel
that the student, as the direct beneficiary of an education,
should pay most or all of its real costs. Others disagree
emphatically: since society as a whole is the ultimate
beneficiary, they argue, every student should have the
right to an education, whether he can afford it or not.
The leaders of publicly supported colleges and universities are almost unanimous on this point: that higher
tuitions and fees will erode the premise of equal oppor-
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TurnoN:
returns.

We are reaching a point of diminishing
-A college president

It's like buying a second home.

tunity on which public higher education is based. They
would like to see the present trend reversed-toward free,
or at least lower-cost, higher education.
Leaders of private institutions find the rising tuitions
equally disturbing. Heavily dependent upon the income
they receive from students, many such institutions find
that raising their tuition is inescapable, as costs rise.
Scores of presidents surveyed for this report, however,
said that mounting tuition costs are "pricing us out of
the market." Said one: "As our tuition rises beyond the
reach of a larger and larger segment of the college-age
population, we find it more and more difficult to attract
our quota of students. We are reaching a point of diminishing returns."
Parents and students also are worried. Said one father
who has been financing a college education for three
daughters: "It's like buying a second home."
Stanford Professor Roger A. Freeman says it isn't
really that bad. In his book, Crisis in College Finance?,
he points out that when tuition increases have been adjusted to the shrinking value of the dollar or are related
to rising levels of income, the cost to the student actually
declined between 1941 and 1961. But this is small consolation to a man with an annual salary of$15,000 and three
daughters in college.
Colleges and universities will be under increasing pressure to raise their rates still higher, but if they do, they
will run the risk of pricing themselves beyond the means
of more and more students. Indeed, the evidence is strong
that resistance to high tuition is growing, even in relatively well-to-do families. The College Scholarship Service, an arm of the College Entrance Examination Board,
reported recently that some middle- and upper-income
parents have been "substituting relatively low-cost institutions" because of the rising prices at some of the nation's colleges and universities.
The presidents of such institutions have nightmares
over such trends. One of them, the head of a private
college in Minnesota, told us:
"We are so dependent upon tuition for approximately
50 per cent of our operating expenses that if 40 fewer
students come in September than we expect,, we could
have a budgetary deficit this year of $50,000 or more."
► State appropriations: The 50 states have appropriated nearly $4.4 billion for their colleges and universities
this year-a figure that includes neither the $1-$2 billion
spent by public institutions for capital expansion, nor
the appropriations of local governments, which account

-A parent

for about JO per cent of all public appropriations for the
operating expenses of higher education.
The record set by the states is remarkable-one that
many observers would have declared impossible, as recently as eight years ago. In those eight years, the states
have increased their appropriations for higher education
by an incredible 214 per cent.
Can the states sustain this growth in their support of
higher education? Will they be willing to do so?
The more pessimistic observers believe that the states
can't and won't, without a drastic overhaul in the tax
structures on which state financing is based. The most
productive tax sources, such observers say, have been
pre-empted by the federal government. They also believe
that more and more state funds will be used, in the future, to meet increasing demands for other services.
Optimists, on the other hand, are convinced the states
are far from reaching, the upper limits of their ability to
raise revenue. Tax reforms, they say, will enable states
to increase their annual budgets sufficiently to meet higher
education's needs.
The debate is theoretical. As a staff report to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations concluded: "The appraisal of a state's fiscal capacity is a
political decision [that] it alone can make. It is not a
researchable problem."
Ultimately, in short, the decision rests with the taxpayer.
► Voluntary private gifts: Gifts are vital to higher
education.
In private colleges and universities, they are part of the
lifeblood. Such institutions commonly budget a deficit,
and then pray that it will be met by private gifts.
In public institutions, private gifts supplement state
appropriations. They provide what is often called "a
margin for excellence." Many public institutions use such
funds to raise faculty salaries above the levels paid for by
the state, and are thus able to compete for top scholars.
A number of institutions depend upon private gifts for
student facilities that the state does not provide.
Will private giving grow fast enough to meet the growing need? As with state appropriations, opinions vary.
John J. Schwartz, executive director of the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, feels there is a
great untapped reservoir. At present, for example, only
one out of every four alumni and alumnae contributes to
higher education. And, while American business corporations gave an estimated $300 million to education
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in I 965-66, this was only about 0.37 per cent of their net
income before taxes. On the average, companies contrib ute only about I. 10 per cent of net income before taxes
to all causes-well below the 5 per cent allowed by the
Federal government. Certainly there is room for expansion.
(Colleges and universities are working overtime to tap
this reservoir. Mr. Schwartz's association alone lists 117
colleges and universities that are now campaigning to
raise a combined total of $4 billion.)
But others are not so certain that expansion in private
giving will indeed take place. The 46th annual survey by
the John Price Jones Company, a firm of fund-raising
counselors, sampled 50 colleges and universities and found
a decline in voluntary giving of 8.7 per cent in 12 months.
The Council for Financial Aid to Education and the
American Alumni Council calculate that voluntary support for higher education in 1965-66 declined by some
1.2 per cent in the same period.
Refining these figures gives them more meaning. The
major private universities, for example, received about
36 per cent of the $ I .2 billion given to higher education
-a decrease from the previous year. Private liberal arts
colleges also fell behind: coeducational colleges dropped
10 per cent, men's colleges dropped 16.2 per cent, and
women's colleges dropped 12.6 per cent. State institutions,
on the other hand, increased their private support by
23.8 per cent.
The record of some cohesive groups of colleges and
universities is also revealing. Voluntary support of eight
Ivy League institutions declined 27.8 per cent, for a total
loss of $61 million. The Seven College Conference, a
group of women's colleges, reported a drop of 41 per cent.
The Associated Colleges of the Midwest dropped about
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THE QUESTION OF FEDERAL AID, everybody seems
to be running to the same side of the boat.
-A college president

5.5 per cent. The Council of Southern Universities declined 6.2 per cent. Fifty-five major private universities
received 7. 7 per cent less from gifts.
Four groups gained. The state universities and colleges
received 20.5 per cent more in private gifts in 1965-66
than in the previous year. Fourteen technological institutions gained 10.8 per cent. Members of the Great Lakes
College Association gained 5.6 per cent. And Western
Conference universities, plus the University of Chicago,
gained 34.5 per cent. (Within each such group, of course,
individual colleges may have gained or lost differently
from the group as a whole.)
The biggest drop in voluntary contributions came in
foundation grants. Although this may have been due, in
part, to the fact that there had been .some unusually large
grants the previous year, it may also have been a foretaste of things to come. Many of those who observe
foundations closely think such grants will be harder and
harder for colleges and universities to come by, in years
to come.
EARING that the traditional sources of revenue may
not yield the necessary funds, college and university presidents are looking more and more to
Washington for the solution to their financial
problems.
The president of a large state university in the South,
whose views are typical of many, told us: "Increased federal support is essential to the fiscal stability of the colleges and universities of the land. And such aid is a proper
federal expenditure."
Most of his colleagues agreed-some
reluctantly. Said
the president of a college in Iowa: "J don't like it ... but
it may be inevitable." Another remarked: "On the ques-
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tion of federal aid, everybody seems to be running to the
same side of the boat."
More federal aid is almost certain to come. The question is, When? And in what form?
Realism compels this answer: ln the near future, the
federal government is unlikely to provide substantial
support for the operating expenses of the country's colleges and universities.
The war in Vietnam is one reason. Painful effects of
war-prompted economies have already been felt on the
campuses. The effective federal funding of research per
faculty member is declining. Construction grants are becoming scarcer. Fellowship programs either have been
reduced or have merely held the line.
Indeed, the changes in the flow of federal money to the
campuses may be the major event that has brought higher
education's financial problems to their present head.
Would things be different in a peacetime economy?
Many college and university administrators think so.
They already are planning for the day when the Vietnam
war ends and when, the thinking goes, huge sums of federal money will be available for higher education. It is no
secret that some government officials are operating on
the same assumption and are designing new programs of
support for higher education, to be put into effect when
the war ends.
Others are not so certain the postwar money flow is
that inevitable. One of the doubters is Clark Kerr, former
president of the University of California and a man with
considerable first-hand knowledge of the relationship between higher education and the federal government. Mr.
Kerr is inclined to believe that the colleges and universities will have to fight for their place on a national priority
list that will be crammed with a number of other pressing

AND uNrvERSITIES
are tough. They have
survived countless cataclysms and crises, and one
way or another they will endure.
-A college president
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problems: air and water pollution, civil rights, and the
plight of the nation's cities, to name but a few.
One thing seems clear: The pattern of federal aid must
change dramatically, if it is to help solve the financial
problems of U.S. higher education. Directly or indirectly,
more federal dollars must be applied to meeting the increasing costs of operating the colleges and universities,
even as the government continues its support of students,
of building programs, and of research.
N SEARCHING for a way out of their financial difficulties, colleges and universities face the hazard that their
individual interests may conflict. Some form of competition (since the institutions are many and the
sources of dollars few) is inevitable and healthy. But one
form of competition is potentially dangerous and destructive and, in the view of impartial supporters of all
institutions of higher education, must be avoided at all
costs.
This is a conflict between private and public colleges
and universities.
Jn simpler times, there was little cause for friction.
Public institutions received their funds from the states.
Private institutions received their funds from private
sources.
No longer. All along the line, and with increasing frequency, both types of institution are seeking both public
and private support-often
from the same sources:
► The state treasuries: More and more private institutions are suggesting that some form of state aid is not
only necessary but appropriate. A number of states have
already enacted programs of aid to students attending
private institutions. Some 40 per cent of the state appropriation for higher education in Pennsylvania now
goes to private institutions.
► The private philanthropists: More and more public
institutions are seeking gifts from individuals, foundations, and corporations, to supplement the funds they
receive from the state. As noted earlier in this report,
their efforts are meeting with growing success.
► The federal government: Both public and private
colleges and universities receive funds from Washington.
But the different types of institution sometimes disagree
on the fundamentals of distributing it.
Should the government help pay the operating costs of
colleges and universities by making grants directly to the
institutions-perhaps
through a formula based on enroll-
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ments? The heads of many public institutions arc inclined
to think so. The heads of many low-enrollment, hightuition private institutions, by contrast, tend to favor programs that operate indirectly-perhaps
by giving enough
money to the students themselves, to enable them to pay
for an education at whatever institutions they might
choose.
Similarly, the strongest opposition to long-term, federally underwritten student-loan plans-some
envisioning
a payback period extending over most of one's lifetime comes from public institutions, while some private-college
and university leaders find, in such plans, a hope that
their institutions might be able to charge "full-cost" tuition rates without barring students whose families can't
afford to pay.
Tn such frictional situations, involving not only billion s
of dollars but also some very deep-seated convictions
about the country's educational philosophy, the chances
that destructive conflicts might develop are obviously
great. If such conflicts were to grow, they could only sap
the energies of all who engage in them.
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F THERE IS INDEED A CRISIS building in American_ higher
education, 1t 1s not solely a problem of meeting the
minimum needs of our colleges and universities in
the years ahead. Nor, for most, is it a question of
survive or perish; "colleges and universities are tough,"
as one president put it; "they have survived countless
cataclysms and crises, and one way or another they will
endure."
The real crisis will be finding the means of providing
the quality, the innovation, the pioneering that the nation
needs, if its system of higher education is to meet the
demands of the morrow.
Not only must America's colleges and universities
serve millions more students in the years ahead; they
must also equip these young people to live in a world that
is changing with incredible swiftness and complexity. At
the same time, they must carry on the basic research on
which the nation's scientific and technological advancement rests. And they must be ever-ready to help meet the
immediate and long-range needs of society; ever-responsive
to society's demands.
At present, the questions outnumber the answers.
► How can the United States make sure that its colleges and universities not only will accomplish the minimum task but will, in the words of one corporate leader,
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rs MORE IMPORTANT than the critical and
knowledgeable interest of our alumni. It cannot
possibly be measured in merely financial terms.

NOTHING

-A university president

than the growing critical and knowledgeable interest of
our alumni. That interest leads to general support. It
cannot possibly be measured in merely financial terms."
A private college president said: "The greatest single
source of improvement can come from a realization on
the part of a broad segment of our population that higher
education must have support. Not only will people have
to give more, but more will have to give."
But do people understand? A special study by the
Council for Financial Aid to Education found that:
► 82 per cent of persons in managerial positions or
the professions do not consider American business to be
an important source of gift support for colleges and
universities.
► 59 per cent of persons with incomes of $10,000 or
over do not think higher education has financial problems.
► 52 per cent of college graduates apparently are not
aware that their alma mater has financial problems.
To .America's colleges and universities, these are the
most discouraging revelations of all. Unless the American
people-especially
the college and university alumnican come alive to the reality of higher education's impending crisis, then the problems of today will be the
disasters of tomorrow.

provide "an educational system adequate to enable us to
live in the complex environment of this century?"
► Do we really want to preserve the diversity of an
educational system that has brought the country a
strength unknown in any other time or any other place?
And, if so, can we?
► How can we provide every youth with as much
education as he is qualified for?
► Can a balance be achieved in the sources of higher
education's support, so that public and private institutions
can flourish side by side?
► How can federal money best be channeled into our
colleges and universities without jeopardizing their independence and without discouraging support either from
the state legislatures or from private philanthropy?
The answers will come painfully; there is no panacea.
Quick solutions, fashioned in an atmosphere of crisis, are
likely to compound the problem. The right answers will
emerge only from greater understanding on the part of
the country's citizens, from honest and candid discussion
of the problems, and from the cooperation and support of
all elements of society.
The president of a state university in the Southwest told
us: "Among state universities, nothing is more important
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Grants and Institutes Testing Services -

$527,110 (6.9% )

$64,000 (.8 % )

Misc Sales and Service Prior Year Balances -

$21,519 (.3 % )
$70,685 (.9 % )

A BUDGET IS PROCESSED

It takes a year to process the budget of
any of the state's colleges. Only when the
General Assembly passes the 1968-69 state
budget somet ime in May , 196 8. will college
authorities know for certain what they can
spend in the year that begins July 1.

Auxiliary

This is the budget they began to draw
up in the early months of 1967 . At that
time departments
conferred on anticipated
needs and drew up tentative
budget requests for the 1968-69 academic
year.
Carefully
prepared
programs
and needs
were then presented by each department
chairman
t o his dean for review and
revision .

State Appropr iation -

Enterpris es -

$945,089 (12.4% )

$4,777,016 (62.8%)

By May each divis io n's budget was sub mitted to Acting President Charles B. Willard. He reviewed all requests in the light
of expected
enrol lment
and reasonable
anticipation of income, conferred with other
administrators.
particularly
Ernest L. Overbey, the vice president in charge of financial affairs. and set up the budget of the
college.
Dr. Willard made firm recommendation
t o the Board of Trustees of State Colleges
in September. During the fall the Board of
Trustees reviewed the requests of all three
colleges and suggested revisions. In November the budget was submitted
to the
governor. As with all the branches of the
state governmen t . the governo r and his
budget officer reviewed the budget with
representatives
of the trustees
and the
colleges. It was at this point that the college found it necessary to increase the
general fee.

INCOME 1967-1968
EXPENDITURES 1967-1968

Early in January the governo r submitted
his total budget to the legislature.
Then
the long wait began. Action on the state
budget is usually one of the last actions
taken by the assemb!y before its adjournment.
Maintenance -

$665,053 (8.7%)

Inst ruct ion Student Aid Consultants , Lectur ers, Research

$3,043,996 (40%)

$118,950 (1.6% )
-

$31,000 (.4 % )
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FINANCIAL AID

RIC'S MONEY MAN

The business affairs of RIC are the reof Ernest L. Overbey, vice
sponsibility
president for business affairs and treasurer
of the college.
Mr. Overbey came to the college in 1957
from the University of Delaware , where he
had been executive assistant to the busi ness administrator and controller. A native
of West Virginia, he is a graduate of
Bowling Green College of Commerce.
A golf enthusiast and an ardent rooter
for the Anchormen , Mr. Overbey is chairman of the college's Athletic Committee
and a charter member of the Anchor Club .
He is the treasurer and a director of both
the RIC Foundation and the RIC Kappa
Delta Phi Alumni.

A careful and conscientious steward of
"the taxpayers' money" , Mr. Overbey is
concerned not only with the financial affairs
of the college, but with the entire operation
of the campus , fr om construction to snow
of
removal. Assisting in the administration
these operat ions are Raymond Carey , dir ector of buildin gs and grounds; Eugene
Nacci , assistant business manager ; Thomas
Geddes, bursar ; Norman Weeks , bookstore
manager; and Robert Payne , director of
food services. The business office itsel f
employs a staff of 20 , but a total of 180
of the college's employees come under the
supervision of the vice president for business affairs .

No qualified applicant is denied admis sion to RIC because he cannot afford the
fees .
During 1967-8 a total of $590.447 in
among 1000
financial aid was distributed
of those enrolled . This
32%
students,
for
students
to
paid
includes $67,600
part-time work on campus , and $88 ,180
given to RIC students under the Rhode
Island State Scholarship program , as well
as federal and private funds . Appro ximate ly
10 % of the income from college fees is
allocated to financial aid , and during the
past year $60 ,300 was turned back to the
students in this way.

FINANCIAL AID · 1967 · 68
Scholarship

Grants

325 RIC Scholarships
$60 ,300
(college funds)
30 Special Talent Scholarships
(alumni , student , college
9 ,000
funds )
20 RIC Alumni Association
4,000
Scholarships
1,500
7 John Clarke Scholarships
300
3 , RIC Associates
14 Federal Products , Inc .,
4,000
Scholarships
117 State Scholarships (Dept.
88 ,180
of Ed. funds)
58 Economic Opportunity Grants
20 ,550
(Federal)

Work opportunities
90 College Work Study Positions
75 ,000
(Federa l)
240 Campus Employment positions
67,600
(College)
loans
292 National Defense Student
Loans
135 ,100 *
4,800
Margaret Hill Irons Loans
Higher Education Loan
Plan Loans
102 ,350
Alumni Short Term Loans
(class of '42 and Alumni
Fund)
2 ,000
15 ,785
Miscellaneous Scholarships
'''NDSL funds for 1968 are cut
by 50%.
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PRIVATE FUNDS LIMITED

Rhode Island College does not receive
extensive
financial
assistance
from any
private sources. The RIC Foundation exists
as a holding corporatio n fo r monies for the
use of the college, but so far it has had
little money t o hold. The RIC Associates
(parents) Fund is used t o benefit the col lege and give s a m inimum of $300 a year
in scholarships. The RIC Alumni Fund net s
$1 0-12 ,000 a year fo r the use of the college. Current efforts
to raise an extra
$10 ,000 t o start an organ fund have not
proven fruitful .
The estate

tired teacher of mathematics at the college,
was settled in the fall of 1967 , two years
afte r her death. Miss Weber left half of her
estate t o the Board of T rustees of State
Colleges t o be used for Rhode Island College, with the res t to go to the University of
Michi p,an . RIC received $175 ,00 0. How the
money w i'I be used has not yet been
determined.
Scholarsh ip grants are recei ved regularly
fr om several local industr ial co ncerns, and
the RIC Foundation is actively seeking to
encourage gifts and legacies t o benefit the
col lege.

of the late Mary Webe r, re-

PROJECTED ENROLLMENT"

UNDERGRADUATE

GRADUATE
Regular Session

Year

R. I. High School
Graduates•

Entering
Freshmenb,c

1968

10 ,374

800

150

300 0

1969

11 ,316

850

200

1970

11,4 30

875

1971

11,667

1972

Part-time

Summer
Session

70

1910

2025

3240

80

2000

2125

250

3300

85

2060

2300

970

335

3385

93

2122

2384

12 ,165

1000

370

3595

100

2185

2471

1973

12,188

1000

410

3760

106

2229

2553

1974

12, 337

1025

455

3930

115

2274

2630

1975

12 ,776

1050

505

4050

125

2319

2700

1976

12,470

1050

560

4150

136

2366

2772

Totald

Full-time

• Data from Rho de Island Department of Educa t ion.
bBased upon re cen t experience: 6.7 % of number of Rhod e Island high sc hool graduates.
cAssum es a fourth residence that cou ld possibly be available in 1971.
dAssu mes attrition of 23% from freshman to senior year.
• Projected

on current

standards

and programs.

New offerings

could

doub le enrollment.
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Jim McGetrick
of Providence
and Pete
Emond of Pawtucket wear the new Rhode
Island College athletic letter sweater. Both
juniors, McGetrick and Emond will captain
next year's Anchorman basketball team.

BIENNIAL APPEAL TO THE
ELECTORATE
Every other year since 1954 the citizens
of Rhode Island have approved RIC bond
issues for construction
and expansion.
Again this year there will be an item on
the November ballot for higher education.
It will include for RIC a classroom building.
$1,300 ,000; an addition
to the Walsh
Center,
including
a
swimming
pool,
$300 ,000 ; equipment for an addition to the
Donovan Dining Center, $100,000;
land
acquisition , $300,000;
parking and roadways, $100 ,000; and a biology greenhouse,
$50 ,000.
The RIC development needs will be coup led with those of URI on a general Higher
Education proposal.
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In the yea r 2310 B.C., these small stone "credit cards" entitled the messenger of the
king of Babylon to room and board in towns along his way. The stones are part of a
gift to the James P. Adams Library made recently by Profes sor and Mr s. Ronald
Ballinger. In addition to four cuneifo rm tablets, the collection included books from the
library of Mrs . Ballin ger's late father , poet Leonard Bacon, and books, manuscripts,
and letters left by her grandfather,
industrialist
Nathaniel
Ba con. Mr. Ballinger
is
associate professor of history at the co lle ge. Mrs. Ballinger , the former Martha Bacon ,
is a lecturer in children's literature.
NEW DIRECTOR NAMED

CIVIL RIGHTS

Dr. Eleanor
named director

A packed house in the Auditorium
of
Roberts Hall heard Rev . James Groppi,
firebrand Milwaukee priest and civil rights
leader, warn that this summer could be
a holocaust in the cities unless Negro demands for equal treatment
are met.

M. McMahon
has been
of laboratory experiences.

Dr . McMahon , formerly co-ordinator
of
student teaching , will be in charge of all
the pre-professional teaching experiences of
students concentrating in education at RIC.
She is a graduate of the College of St.
Elizabeth in New Jersey and received her
Ed.D. from Harvard . She was co-ordinator
of student teaching at Salve Regina College
before joining the RIC faculty in 1965.
CHAPLAIN RECEIVES FELLOWSHIP
Protestant Chaplain J. Richard Peck
has been named recipient of a 1968-69
Danforth Campus Ministry Fellowship for
advanced graduate study. Rev. Peck will
take a year's leave of absence from the
college to study television production
at
Boston University.

LEADER SPEAKS

Frequently alluding to his experiences in
Milwaukee , the slim, bespectacled
priest
noted that the time for acceptable protest
is past, and that the violence of today
is only the final tactic in the Negro's long
struggle for equality.
Father
sponsored
and drew
ative of
churches

Groppi's visit to the college was
by the campus Chaplains' Series
an audience broadly representthe community
and the local
as well as students and faculty .

Following the speech, Father Groppi met
with approximately
30 members of the
local NAACP Youth Cou-ncil from South
Providence and then visited the Drop-In
Center on Prairie Avenue before returning
to Milwaukee later that evening .
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her trip,
she entermembers of the alumni
Early)

transferred
from Salve
Newport,
to Mount St.
in Cumberland.

HELEN PRESBY CATE

ColNovi-

Arthur)

brought
us up to date.
She has 2 sons,
one a doctor
in Warwick,
and 8 grandchildren
who keep her interested
and
busy.
She is active
in
community
affairs
and a member of several
organizations,
among them the Horne for Aged Women,
Colonial
Daughters,
R. I. Women's Club,
and the North
Kingstown
Women's Club .
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his writing
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her

Haiti
career.
is

home

where

living

in

Johnsonville,
S. C.
Her daughter,
Kathy,
graduated
from URI in June
'67
and is
working
in Washington.
Her daughter,
Paula,
graduated
from Pembroke
in 1962.

broke
out.
apartment

GODFREY successfully

the Language
Master
Evanston,
Ill.,
last
has

lived

for

Institute
summer.
several

Whitmarsh
Apartments
which
damaged by fire
on Feb.
5.
was teaching
when the fire

She hopes
by the time

who

is

Mary

a

has

last

KING'

principal

of

the

Re -

gent Avenue School
in Providence,
had
wonderful
trip
touring
eight
European
countries
this
past
summer.

a .

Edward)

was

married
in 1934.
She is the mother
of
three
boys and one girl
and the grand mother
of seventeen.
One of her sons is
now teaching
at Middletown
High School.
JOSEPH LEWIS, supervisory
principal
of

the

High

Street

School,

has

taught

for

34 years
in the Westerly
schoo ls.
Joseph
earned
a master's
degree
at RIC.
He is
presently
running
for a public
office.
Good luck,
Joe!
D.

POTTER LEIGHTON

has been appointed
evaluator
of the
called
Kindergarten
Stone
Kindergarten.

(Mrs.

as co-director
Peacedale
Title
Extension
or

Carl)

and
I Gra nt
Stepping
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R.
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HANOVER

(Mrs.

John)

re-

O'DONNELL

(Mrs.

John)

is busy these
days planning
for the weddings
of two daughters:
Nancy to Dr.
Richard
Connors
on April
21 and Kath l een

Street

R.

CANNING

a son

ports
that
her son,
Jack Hanover,
who
attended
Henry Barnard
and Country
Day
Schools,
is doing
graduate
work at the
University
of Pennsylvania.

Henry Barnard
Stonington,

Canning

MARGARET LONG CAVE has

years
in the
was seriously
Luckily,
she

has

Cumberland.

Europe
and visited
seven
was a wonderful
experience.

MARY GALLOGLY

Elizabeth

STATZ

a promo-

now Director
the Providence

SHARKEY WOOLSEY spent

summer touring
countries.
It

many

1930

in Warwick and
Hugh continues

is
in

Anita
Buratti
17 Melissa
Street
Providence,
R. I.

June

of White Plains,
New York,
reports
her
two older
sons,
Paul Jr . and William,
are
now living
in Rhode Island
and 2nd Lieutenant
Thomas Choquette
is stationed
at
Camp Devens .

BETTY
visited

her daughter
in Annondale,
Virginia,
in
the fall.
Marilyn's
husband
is a secretary
i n the foreign
service
and is currently
in Washington,
D. C.
The family
has lived
in Pakistan,
India,
and Cairo
and soon leaves
for duty
in La Paz,
Bolivia.

1967,
and
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completed
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in
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MARY SAUNDERS of

in
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CAMPBELL

tion
in June,
of Elementary

Providence,

Street

Falls,

ELIZABETH

leave
during
the first
semester
at RIC .
She traveled
to colleges
and universities
on the West. Coast
and in Hawaii
to gather
data
for study.

classroom

ports
that
she now has seven granddaughters
and nine grandsons,
for a grand
total
of sixteen!
Frank
is commuting
to
teach
at Salve
Regina
College
from
the
Mary Thorp Residence
where Ella
is director.

has
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Rita's
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in
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just
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returned
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1915

to

sent

the

HELEN

LEONORA MANCHESTER HOAR (Mrs.

at the
mouth,
the

class

to GERTRUDE DUNN HANNEGAN in the
loss
of her mother,
and to ALICIA

to be back
in her
this
goes
to print.

KAY BOESCH LOMBARDIIs son,
Ray, is
the second
secretary
of the U. s. Embassy
in the Hague.

to

Terrance

McCarthy

on

July

27.

Mary

recently
welcomed
her second
grandson
who
was born to her daughter
Patricia
Bowers
of Long Island,
New York.
HELEN

DRONEY DONNELLY

(Mrs.

and her husband
announced
their
son,
Edward F. Jr.,

Edward)

the wedding
to Patricia

McLaughlin
on February
10, 1968.
MARGARET CAHIR SAN SOUCI (Mrs.

of

Joseph)

became a grandmother
for the first
time
on September
30, 196 7, when her grand daughter,
Marcie
Hickey,
was born.
The
mother
of the child
is Margaret
San Souci
Hickey,

Hickey,
ternal

class

of

1965.

also
an alumna
grandmother.

ANNE-MARIE

Marcella

of

RIC,

SHEA MCGURN (Mrs.

Ryan

is

the

Thomas)

writes
that
she recently
enjoyed
a telephone visit
with Mrs. Neva Langworthy
Allendorf
of Coronado,
California.
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instructor
education
resides
Anne-Marie
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in Santa

a physical
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Providence,
DOROTHEA LOWREY CAVANAUGH (Mrs.

was awarded

a master

of arts

degree

Ray)

from

1967 .
URI in June,
is
OLGA KALTSAS GERULA (Mrs . Walter)
11
5 in
from Grade
of retiring
thinking"
schools.
Massachusetts
the Rehoboth,
a
DANIEL O' GRADY has been granted

Board of
by Danbury
leave of absence
Games in
the Olympic
to attend
Education
, 196 8.
in October
to be held
Mexico City
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B.
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the Baton Dept.:
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of
and a resident
a freshman
Shephard,
is RITA BLISS SHEPHARD' s
Thorp Hall,
Weber Hall are
In adjacent
daughter.
Jean
REGES RYAN HENRY' s twin daughters,
Ginfreshman.
who are also
and Betsy,
of VIRGINIA HIGGINS
daughter
ger Rubery,
freshmember of this
RUBERY, is another
at RIC.
man class
REGES RYAN HENRY' s
Header:
Double
last
from college
twin sons graduated
College,
from Providence
Jonathan
June,
\where
Academy
Force
Air
the
from
and Paul
in
student
ranking
he was the highest
the Hall-Nordhoff
and received
English
Award.
Edward
(ret)
Major
Reports:
Katydid
Admi n is now Communication
F. Slattery
Base.
Air Force
at Westover
istrator
at Anna Maria College,
Erin is a freshman
High,
Edward and Mauro at Cathedral
and James
Academy,
at Ursuline
Michael
in SpringSchool
in Grade 7 at Holy Cross
is our CATHERINE CURRAN
Katydid
field.
SLATTERY.
MIRIAM GEOGHEGAN
Over One Hurdle:
All of her children
CAREY has it made!
are
oldest
The three
are now in school.
is in Green Acres
in St. Pius and Michael
Nursery.
of our Reunion:
From the Chairman
completing
DOROTHEA SMITH GREEN, after
Study, has
for R. I. Carnegie
requirements
She
at RIC.
Professor
been named Adjunct
of
as principal
serving
is presently
supervisor
and college
School
Saylesville
teachers.
for elementary
more to come
news and plenty
All this
at our Reunion.
then----------------Till

1939
Mrs. Elda Coppa
Street
701 Smith
R. I.
Providence,
in
LUCY J. DISARRO was appointed
of the
of principal
to the position
Street
and Willow
ton Avenue School
.
in Providence

Sec.:

1940
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Sorem
Mrs. Sherlock
Avenue
80 Hillside
R. I.
Providence,

January
LexingSchool

is
HELEN SKALKO MORGAN (Mrs. Robert)
She has been teachAgent.
out new Class
seven years
for the past
ing sub-primary
Falls.
in Central
School
Street
at Kendall
the South
toured
Helen and her husband
summer .
last
West and Hawaii
teacher
ELIZABETH RAWDONis a French
in North Proviat Woodward Road School
and is
singing
enjoys
She still
dence.
Church
at St. Edward's
of choir
director
in Providence.
letter
a lovely
We were happy to receive
from GRACE BROPHY MILLER (Mrs. Emery) with
on
She lives
news.
for the alumni
notes
Avenue in Magnolia , Massachusetts
Hesperus
in Glauteaching
substitute
and is doing
daughter,
Her older
and Rockport.
ces~er.
with
from high school
graduated
Christina,
in 1966 and won a Lions Scholarship
honors
at
a sophomore
She is presently
Award.
Jane , her
of Massachusetts.
University
at Mt.
is a freshman
daughter,
younger
first
She was graduated
College.
Holyoke
in
High School
at Gloucester
in her class
old Tom is coping
year
Eight
1967.
June,
grade .
with the second
PAULINE LAGUEUX BOUCHER (Mrs. Reginald)
has
Pawtucket,
at 9 White Street,
residing
Edon her two sons:
us up to date
brought
at University
student
ward is a graduate
and Henry is in his sophomore
of Virginia
year at Brown University.
has
ROSELYN SMITH MCCOY (Mrs. William)
to 4 7 Audobon Ave. ,
moved from Connecticut
She is the happy and busy
Providence.
North
For the past
children.
of seven
mother
Grade 6
she has been teaching
years,
three
in North
School
at the James L. McGuire
son, William , is
Her eldest
Providence.
the Naval Reserve.
with
service
in active
at RIJC, Ann is a senior
Mary is a sophomore
High and Beth is a sophoat St. Patrick's
Patricia,
High.
more at North Providence
in ages from 13
ranging
and John,
Joseph
School.
St. Augustine's
attend
to 9, all
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in education
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1968.
in February,
University
from Maryland
D. C.
in Washington,
She is residing
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teacher
as co-operating
Serving
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in I. S. Cook School
grade
i n first
is BLANCHE GRAICHEN D 'ANGELO
Georgiaville
James) .
(Mrs.
MATTEO SALEMI is presently
Lt. Col.
Examas Commander of Armed Forces
assigned
N.
Charlotte,
Station,
and Entrance
ining
at
with his family
He resides
Carolina.
North
Road, Charlotte,
4614 Castleton
. .
Carolin~.
ANNE ROGERS ROUSSEAU
The inimitable
for.
Turkey,
is in Izmir,
(Mrs. William)
from her charming
Let me quote
two years.
New York - a
is like
"Turkey
letter:
I sub in the s7hools
to visit.
place
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The kids
warehouses.
here - two tobacco
nice big pillars
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crazy
dig these
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But doddering
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to hide
su7h as I take. a dim view of the ;.ive long
Col.
- no elevators.
of stairs
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four boys so
keep their
and Mrs. Rousseau
time that
free
on their
busy with athletics
time to get mixed up in the
they haven't
is in15 year old daughter
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I
s
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. Anne. is taking
in drama.
terested
Southern
of
University
the
from
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to receive
and expects
Extension
California
in Turstay
her two year
before
her degree
of the
description
Her vivid
key is up.

was
remains
and historical
countryside
in In part
active
of Anne's
reminiscent
Club at RIC , Anne
i onal Relations
ternat
Box 7, USA Elm
through
may be contacted
09224
New York,
ALFSEE, A . P.O.,
is justly
Robert)
MAY MASON MORROW (Mrs.
at
a senior
Alan,
proud of her sons.
Scholarship
is a Merit
West,
Cranston
MIT in September
enter
and will
Finalist
interested
He is also
major.
as a physics
the obeo in the
in music and has played
two years.
for the past
Orchestra
All State
plays
West,
at Cranston
a sophomore
David,
clarinet.
and bass
the piano
classmates:
News from. our six Newport
of ill
because
KAY HELGESEN has retired
is secregolf,
plays
She still
health.
and
Golf Assn.
of the Green Valley
tary
to see some of her old friends
would like
HELEN GALVIN and MARGARET
at the club.
at the Cr~nston
COUTTS are both teaching
HELEN GOFF HOBBS is
School.
Calvert
and resides
School
at Sheffield
teaching
ALICE OTTO FITZAvenue.
at 10 Hunter
room
a special
PATRICK (Mrs. W.) teaches
Her
in Mumford School.
level
on primary
working
is
and
married
is
,
William
son,
in
majoring
degree,
on his master's
who is
has a daughter
She also
geography.
TIMOTHY KENNEDY BYE
at URI.
a freshman
Road.
at 25 Arlington
and lives
is married
Whitney .
with Pratt
He is associated
Would our out of town '40 graduates
from a busy day and
take a few minutes
c/o
secretary
to. your class
send ~ note
We have 44 out
RIC?
Alumni News editor,
and would appreciate
classmates
of state
families.
them and their
news about

1941
Mary G. Davey
Street
81 Berkley
R. I.
Providence,
is
Edward)
(Mrs.
MOSIER
IRENE GALLO
Monin Missoula,
grade
a third
teaching
of visual
lots
school,
"Wonderful
tana.
. . . . "
Rockies
the gorgeous
plus
aids
as a
EDWARDALTIERI has been assigned
TrainTeacher
for the In-Service
teacher
in
Education)
(Audio-visual
ing Division
.
Providence

Sec• :

1942
McCabe
Francis
74 Don Avenue
R. I .
Rumford,
HENRY PETERSON has been named manpower
Action
Progress
of the social
director
"Hank" , who received
of Woonsocket.
Corp.
Adrninistrain Business
degree
his master's
in
resigned
1967,
from URI in June,
tion
mana of personnel
March from the position
spring.
ger of Cow, Inc . , this
been appointed
JOSEPH WHELAN has recently
and T. v. co-ordinator
of curriculum
director
Providence.
of North
system
for the school
and
Frank)
DOROTHY FOLEY KLENIEWSKI (Mrs.
reminding
are again
committee
her reunion
is May 25 at the Hearthour reunion
us that
Make your reservaSeekonk.
House,
stone
_
- - come as you please
delay
without
tions
Dot
Contact
your spouse!
with or without
R . I. or
Pawtucket,
at 542 Grand Avenue,
ProviNorth
24 Homewood Avenue,
Joe Whelan,
R. I .
dence,
DR LAURENCE A. MCGUIRE has been appointed
in N. Kingstown.
of schools
superintendent
as super10 years
for the past
1:e has served
schools.
Mass.,
of the Plainfield,
intendent
Sec.

:

Mrs.

1943

1956

FRANK R.

SARACENO was

presented
Award" by the

Sec.:

an

"Outstanding
Teacher
Riverside Junior
Women I s Club in March.
A
science
teacher
at Central
Junior
High
School
since
1943,
Frank is now senior
high teacher
at Central
Junior
High School,
East Providence,
where he serves
as audiovisual
aids co-ordinator.
Several
years
ago , he received
a life
membership
in the
PTA in appreciation
for his work.

1944
sec.

:

Mrs.
279

1957

Ernest
Murby
Avenue

west

Mrs.

1959
Sec . :

1949
Sec.:

Mrs. William
McDevi tt
102 Carrington
Avenue
Providence
, R . I.
EILEEN KELLS CHIAVERINI
(Mrs . Charles)
who lives
on Bolton
Street
in Providence
has a two year old daughter,
Allison
Mary.
Eileen
teaches
afternoons
at Sisson
Street
School .
CATHERINE HARROLD MCCRORY (Mrs . Edward)
is now teaching
the third
grade
in North
Attleboro.
Kay has six children
, the youngest is seven and the oldest
in high school.

1950
Sec.:

Mrs . Henry F. Cauchon,
Jr.
22 Wyndham Avenue
Providence,
R. I .
FRANCES STEERE DIPIPPO
(Mrs. Albert)
is
writing
an English
curriculum
in addition
to her regular
duties
as advisor
on other
new college
courses
as a member of the President • s curriculum
Cammi ttee.
She is also
a member of the California
Teachers
Association
Constitution
committee.

1951
Sec. :

Mrs . Raymond T. O'Neill,
Jr.
4 Baron Court
Warwick , R . I.
FRANK M. BURNS was r ecent l y e l ected
vice
chairman
of the Diocesan
Catholic
School
Board .

1953

Mrs. Roger Lacouture
15 Halter
Street
Latham,
N. Y.
ALICE CORSAIR REINHARDT (Mrs.
Frederick)
was chairman
for the Class
of 1959 at the
December
Fashion
Show, and reported
that
the committee
working
on the show was a
lively
one :
JEAN BRIGGS HARRIS (Mrs.
Donald
S.)
writes
from Maine that
they have been living there
for a little
over
a year
and like
it very much, but she misses
not being
able
to attend
events
at RIC.
The Harrises,
whose
address
is P . o. Box 63, East Machias,
Maine ,
0 4 6 30 , have four daughters,
ages 8, 7, 5½
and 1.
EDWARD RILEY is Executive
Director
of
CEF (Citizens
for Educational
Freedom)
which
is sponsoring
a bill
now before
the General
Assembly
that
would provide
state
tuition
grants
to ~tudents
in P-:"ivate
schools.
C<;>n~ernin~ ~he same issue
of stat~
funds
providing
tuition
money for non-public
school
students,
ARLINE RUTH KIVEN, a member of the Rhode Island
State
Board of
Education,
opposes
the measure
on constitutional
and historic
grounds.
LILLIAN NORTON JOHNSON (Mrs.
Dean)
is
now living
in Niagara,
N. Y.
Her husband
is engaged
in ROTC work at Niagara
University
after
completing
a year of duty in
Vietnam
and study
in Oklahoma.
The Johnsons have four children
.

1960
Sec.:

Sec. :

Mrs. Arthur
Johnson
15 Marion Avenue
Pascoag ' R . I.
LOUISE ZARRELLA DELVECCHIO and her family
(husband
and 3 sons)
visited
Expo 1 67 last
i~

JOSEPH J. AGUIAR has received
a Mott
Graduate
Fellowship
for the academic
year
1968-69.
One of only
ten selected
this
year and the only one from the
eastern
half
of the country,
Joe will
begin
his studies
at Wayne State
University
in Detroit
on July
1.
The program will
lead
to a doctor
of education
degree.
The Mott Inter-University
Advanced
Education
program
is supported
by the Mott Foundation,
the Flint,
Michigan
Community
Schools,
and the
seven
State
Universities
of Michigan.

1961

Robert
Hassan
118 Thurston
Street
Riverside,
R. I.
SANDRA CROVITZ COBDEN has changed
her
address
to 906 Namquid Drive,
Warwick,
R. I. ,
0 2 8 8 8.
I
EDWARD VALLEE received
his master
s
degree
in secondary
administration
from
RIC in 1964.
He i~ now. studying
for ~.A.G. S.
degree
from the University
of Connecticut.
JOHN VEADER is teaching
at Riverside
Jr.
High and running
for school
committee
in
the town of Barrington.
MARIE POULIN HASSAN has been elected
2nd vice
president
of Riverside
Junior
Women's Club and serves
on t~e Women's and
Girls ' Committee
at the Barrington
YM-YWCA.
Sec.:

Seekonk,
Mass.
JULIA LYNCH LOYALL (Mrs.
J. A.)
is
teaching
school
in Crystal
City'
Texas.
"Land of spinach
and home of Popeye."
BETTY BERKO CHANDLER of Birmingham,
Michigan,
writes
that
her son , Mitchell
Glenn
was elected
to the National
Honor
Society
in High School
and is now a freshman at Emory University
in Atlanta,
Georgia.
THERESE EMOND PARE (Mrs. A. Maurice)
of
Pawtucket
is teaching
French
at Johnston
Jr.
High School.
Her daught.er,
Maurine,
21,
is a senior
at Jackson
after
having
spent
her third
year
in Paris
at the Sorbonne.
Jay , 18 , is a freshman
at Boston
College;
Therese , 15, is a sophomore
at Tolman High
school;
and Jonathan,
12 , is in the seventh
grade
at St. Theresa's
in Pawtucket.

~=e~;a~~~~ng
L~~is:l~~g
s~~= t;~~t:~:h
Johnston·
ELEANOR GARDNER ARNOLD is substituting
in the Attleboro
School
System.

Carmela
Virgilio
34 Cranston
Street
Woonsocket,
R . I.
NANCY BEAGAN MILLER (Mrs . Joseph)
has
been appointed
as chairman
of the R. I .
Conference
on Intergroup
Relations.
She
is also
chairman
of the Exceptional-Child
Committee
for the State
PTA Association.
DOROTHY FISH RIDLEY (Mrs.
Kenneth)
is
teaching
6th grade
at the Baldwin
School
in Pawtucket.

Mrs. Richard
Reynolds
297 Vermont Avenue
Providence,
R. I.
GERALdD SCHOOLEYlhasf recenthly
bleen
appoint:
principa
o two sc oo s in
Woo~:~c a~~. Mr;~ni~:~~ia~~~:os
G~~~~bTHY

~~L~~~i~a~~m:

s!~~~ ~~~;s ~~i~

:~w
t~o~
real
do-it-yourself
project
completed
entirely
by Bob ! : Enjoy your summer
vacation,
Bob , you ' ve earned
it.

Sec.

:

Mrs. John Maciel
61 Sessions
Street
Providence,
R. I.
JOAN E. CARTY' who formerly
taught
at
the Richardson
School,
has assumed
duties
as chief
of the medical
record
department
of the new Cardinal
Cushing
Hospital
in
Brockton,
Massachusetts.
Joan studied
medical
record
science
at University
of
Pennsylvania
Graduate
Hospital
in Philadelphia.
She attained
recognition
as a
registered
record
librarian
by successfully
competing
in a nationwide
examination
administered
by the American
Association
of Medical
Record Librarians
.
MARGARET L. HAMMER MAHAN (Mrs.
Dohn)
has spent
the past
l½ years
in Guam teaching fourth
grade . Her husband
Dohn is
Engineering
officer
aboard
USS Koiner.
Margaret
has had the opportunity
to travel
with Dohn to Hong Kong, Bangkok and Japan .
GILDA PETRIN MALO has two boys,
aged 4
and 2, and is teaching
first
grade
in the
Coventry
School
System.
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Sec.:

Mrs. Albert
Choquette
128 Pine Crest
Drive
Woonsocket,
R. I.
KATHLEEN MORAN received
an M. A. in
English
from the University
of Rhode Island
last
June.
RICHARD MAGARIAN is now teaching
at Coventry
IIign School
(science
dept.)
after
receiving
a master ' s degree
from Texas A & M
University.
JOAN C. PRESCOTT received
an M . A. T. in
English
in June from Boston
University
and
is currently
working
for an M . L.S . at the
University
of Maryland.
ANTHONY MANCINI, Jr,
was elected
a vice
president
of the Providence
Teachers'
Union
for the year
1967-68.
LUCINDA COLICCI MICHELETTI
(Mrs.
E. Benn)
is presently
a fourth-gr.ade
teacher
at
Thelma L. Sandmeier
School,
Springf iF:ld,
New Jersey.
MICHAEL W. MELLO is in Italy
on a military
leave
of absence
from positions
of A.
V. Director
and Project
Director
, Title
I,
E.S.E.A.
, in Portsmouth,
R. I.
ANNA MARIE FELINGIERI
NEUMANN (Mrs.
David)
is a substitute
i!l Fast
Haddam,
Connecticut
Schools . Mr . and Mrs.
Neumann have one daughter..,
Diane Marie.
MARIE GROSSI VERDI received
a master
of arts
in teaching
degree
from RIC in
June,
196 7.
The Verd is have two sons ,
Tommy, 3 , and Chad,
8 months.

1963
Sec . :

Mrs. Edward Day
P . 0. Box 188
Che pa ch et , R. I.
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RUSSELL F. SAWYER received
a master
of arts
degree
in June,
1967, from the
University
of Connecticut.
JOHN HINES is now associated
with
the firm of Aisenberg,
Decaf and Dworkin,
809 Industrial
Bank Building,
in the
general
practice
of law.
ROBERT SCHMIDT is currently
teaching
U. S. history
at Lincoln
Jr . -Sr.
High,
Lincoln,
Rhode Island.
WILLIAM FOBERT is presently
teaching
emotionally
disturbed
children
in Daly
City,
California.
JOHN C. FAGON completed
a four
year
tour of duty as a naval
officer
in Feb.
1968.
He and his wife,
the former
Jeanne
Ethier,
are residing
at 9007
Chesapeake
Blvd.,
Norfolk,
Virginia,
23503.

1965
Sec.:

Lucille
Nolan
124 King Street
Blackstone,
Mass.
PETER BABIEC has been awarded
an NSF
Grant
to study
biochemistry
at Bridgewater
State
College.
ALCIDE BARNABY, JR.,
a seminarian
at
the Berkley
Divinity
School,
an Episcopal
seminary
in New Haven, Conn.,
was one of
twenty
seminarians
who led the singing
at
a folk Mass celebrated
October
29 in
Fitchburg
, Mass .
CLAYTON A . BARNES' chairman
of the
English
department
at Blackstone,
Mass.
High School,
will
have an original
poem,
"Tumbleweed
For Nowhere",
published
in
the 1968 National
Poetry
Anthology's
teachers
' and librarians
' edition.
Clay
will
receive
his master's
degree
in June
from RIC.
ROBERT DEWOLFE was commissioned
a 2nd
Lieutenant
in the United
States
Air
Force upon graduation
from Officer
Training School
at Lackland
Air Force Base,
Texas,
last
fall . Following
graduation,
Bob was assigned
to Chanute
Air Force
Base,
Illinois,
for training
as a missile
launch
officer.
ALAN MACK will
receive
his MAT degree
in English
at RIC in June,
after
completing his course
requirements
last
August.
He is presently
teaching
English
at Woonsocket
Junior
High School.
GERALD MAGNANis a graduate
assistant
in mathematics
at RIC for this
school
year.
MICHAEL MELLO has been serving
with
the Army in Italy
as a Facility
Administrator.
Mike expects
to be back in
the area by the summer.
1
Jac~;~~N~o~~gL~!r;~f~a
~a~~~rt!
b!~~/ort
training
in the Army.
EILEEN RECCHIA is presently
teaching
science
at Park View Junior
High School
in Cranston,
and is studying
for her M.S .
in science
education
at URI.
MICHAEL VAN LEESTEN has been appointed

~~~~~!~!1f!~~~~~r

c~~t!~e o~p~~ri~:i!i:!1fhelp organization
assisting
the underemployed
while
providing
trained
and productive
employees
for business
and industry
Mike is studying
for his master I s degree
at RIC.

1950

NEIL J. ARONNE (Ed.M.)
received
Barrington Chamber of Commerce's
man of the year
award in October
1967 for a special
history
project
he has conducted
for five
years.
Each year he takes
a group of ninth
grade
students
from the Peck Junior
High School
to visit
spots
of historic
interest.
WILLIAM L. CONDON (Ed . M.) has been named
principal
of Narragansett
' s Fifth
Avenue
School
beginning
in September.
Presently,
he is the supervising
principal
of the
Adah s. Hawkins
School
and the Chepachet
Elementary
School
in Glocester.

To Mr . and Mrs. Lionel
Peloquin,
(MARY LANGTON), their
fifth
child
and
third
son, James Lionel,
January
26 ,
19 6 ;~ Mr . and Mrs. William
O'NEILL)
their
sixth
child
Peter,
March 8, 1968.

1957
To Mr.
RUGGIERE)

To Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
F.
(ELEANOR NEARY) a son, Thomas
January
16, 1968.

Sec. :

:~c~~i;~~

~~~d~~~;;e;~~t~

deg:~=E~~
;~
Stockholm,
Sweden.
ELAINE MOEN is working
on an M.A.
speech
at the University
of Minnesota.
ELIZABETH CAMARA is doing
graduate
at the University
of Hawaii.
Oaki~~
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Tally
Joseph,

on

1962
1

To Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
O'Connor
(DIANE HARKER) a daughter
, Suzanne , on
August
12, 1966.

1967
John

To Mr . and Mrs. John Foley,
a son,
Stiles
Jr.,
on February
8, 1968.

DEATHS

1913
MATILDA RUSSELL died January
26, 1968.
Her sister'
ALICE RUSSELL DENNIS' died
March 13, 1968 .

1957
RICHARD S.
Fall
River.

(JOAN

work

WEDDINGS

in

and Mrs. Edward Vallee
son,
March 15, 1967 .

a,

1960

1967
Mrs. Joseph
Camara
15 Tenth
Street
East Providence,
R . I.
ARTHUR FRECHETTE has been commissioned
a second
lieutenant
in the U. S. Air Force
and assigned
to Reese Air Force Base , Texas
for pilot
training.

Lennon
( LIBBY
and third
son,

BROCHU to

Barbara

A.

Gadbois

1965
ROBERT J. CUNHA and
February
24 . At home:

Ann Heath er ton'
on
Alexandria,
Va.

1966
BEVERLY A. YARBOROUGH and Ernest
D.
Fairhurst
on February
17, 1968 . At home:
421 Prospect
Street,
Pawtucket.
DONNA L. PAGE and Donald
W. Ogden on
June 23, 1967.
At home:
1816 N.W. 40th
Street,
Oklahoma
City,
Oklahoma,
73118 .

1967
GAIL J. BUTEAU to
on February
17, 1968.
Desrochers
Avenue.
IVY MADURAto Gary
28, 1968.
At home:
Groton,
Connecticut.
Linda
Remington
to
January
20, 196 8.
At
View Avenue,
Riverside,

Paul E. Champagne
At home:
54

1933
ANGELA GERHARD SHEA (Mrs.
died in April
at the Shea ' s
dence in Quonochantaug.
The
Pawtucket
Superintendent
of
Charles
Shea,
she is survived
children
.

Charles)
summer resi
wife of
Schools
by six

-

1942
ANN J. DYER died
in February
at her
home in Alexandria,
Virginia
. She was
a personnel
management
specialist
in
the Air Systems
Command of the Navy
Department.
Before
her government
service,
Ann was a teacher
in the Johns ton School
Department
and had also worked for the
Bixby-Hannaway
Advertising
Agency and
James S. Hannaway,
Inc.

1959
Domer on January
101 Hynes Avenue,
MARTIN JAWOREK on
home:
100 Crescent
R. I .

ANN FIRTH KINCH (Mrs. Lawrence)
died
on February
14, 1968, in Andrews Air
Force Base Hospital,
Washington
, D. c . ,
where she had been a patient
for two months.
She is survived
by her husband,
Capt.
Lawrence
W. Kinch,
USAF , and four <laughters.

BIRTHS

1960

1948

ALFRED TARABORELLI, JR.,
died
on Jan.
25, 1968.
After
graduation,
Al had taught
at Cumberland
and East Providence
High
Schools.
At the time of his death,
he was
employed
as a computer
programmer
for the
United
States
Navy, serving
in Washington,
D. C. and Quonset
since
1964 . Al and his
wi fe, the former
Helen M. Trainor
of Provi dence,
had one child , a son, Anthony,
and
lived
at 177 Lucas Road , East Greenwich .

To Mr . and Mrs. Normand Guerin
(ELEANOR CROOK) , Thomas Peter,
their
third
son and sixth
child,
on October
6, 1967.

1949
To Mr. and Mrs. William
McDevitt
(HUBERTA MAHER) their
fifth
child
and second daughter
, Kathleen
Ann on
February
18, 1968.

Great oaks

•••

grow from
seed money.

Your investment in education will keep on
growing, spreading in influence for generations to come. Money contributed to education can change the lives of thousands ..
through additional scholarships , educational equipment , and programs. The Rhode
Island College Foundation is an organization of alumni and friends of the college de dicated to changing lives for the better by
gathering just such "seed money ."

The membership of the corporation in cludes alumni and friends of RIC. The
Foundat ion received its initial grants from
the RIC Alumni and the RIC Associates . Individual alumni , members of the community , and business or phi'anthropic organizations are invited to make contributions to
the Foundation . In this way substantial
sums may be established to meet the special and particular needs of educati on at
Rhode Island College.

Any substantial gifts should be carefully
planned. In the case of a bequest , a will
should be drawn by , or with the advice of,
a lawye r. A will must be not only a clear
but a legally effective statement of the testator's intentions. The following gift forms
are intended merelv as suggestions for
those who might wish to consider Rhode
Island College as a beneficiary . It is, in no
sense , a substitute for the services of a
lawyer .

An Unrestricted

A Legacy Intended to be wholly used
for a Specific Purpose :

A Legacy naming the Rhode Island
College Foundation as a Contingent
Beneficiary:

Legacy:

I GIVE TO THE RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
FOUNDATION IN PROVIDENCE IN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,
DOLLARS ($
. . . . . . . . ).
Unrestricted legacies are always most
welcome. At the discretion of the Corporation they may be expended for an immediate and pressing need or reserved
for future use.
A Legacy Restricted as to Principal
but Not Restricted as to Income:
I GIVE TO THE RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
FOUNDATION IN PROVIDENCE IN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND , AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, .
DOLLARS ($
. .. ), THE INCOME
ONLY TO BE USED FOR THE GENERAL
PURPOSES OF THE COLLEGE. (THE
FOLLOWING SENTENCE IS OPTIONAL.)
THIS GIFT IS MADE IN MEMORY OF
.................................
AND
SHALL BE KNOWN AS THE
........................FUND.
Such a bequest creates a permanent endowment fund which may , if the donor
wishes, be named for the donor or for
someo ne designated by the donor. Such
an endowment becomes part of the consol idated investment account, the investment of which is in the charge of the
Corporation's Committee on investments.
The income of the gift is annually available to the College.

I GIVE TO THE RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
FOUNDATION IN PROVIDENCE IN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS , .
DOLLARS($
................ ). THIS GIFT
SHALL BE USED BOTH AS TO PRINCIPAL
AND INCOME FOR ( HERE DESCRIBE THE
PURPOSE TO BE SERVED BY THE GIFT ).
Such gifts may be applied to the con struction of a building, or an addition
to a building. The gift may also be
applied to the restoration of an older
building. Such bequests are also used for
the purchase of equipment, of books, and
for student loan funds. In the case of all
gif ts for specific purposes, undue restriction o r changing times may invalidate the
usefulness of this gift. The addition of a
Corrective Clause is recommended.
A Legacy to be held as a Permanent Fund,
the Income to be used for a Special
Purpose :
I GIVE TO THE RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
FOUNDATION IN PROVIDENCE IN THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS , .
DOLLARS ($
.. ), THE INCOME
ONLY TO BE USED FOR (HERE DESCRIBE
THE PURPOSE TO BE SERVED BY THE
GIFT) .
Such a g ift creates a permanent endowment fund for a specific purpose which
may be named for the donor or for someone designated by the donor . Undue restriction, however , sometimes invalid ates
the usefulness of the gift . In all gif ts for
specific purpose s, the addi ti on of a Corrective Clause is recommended.

In his will the testator should provide
for the contingency that a beneficiary
named in it does not survive him. For
instance, a testator may leave his estate
in trust to his wife for life and after her
death to his children for life with the
remainder to his surviving issue. Perhaps
no issue will survive him. Should that
happen this fund would be distributed as
intestate property which is often contrary
to the testator's wishes. To avoid such
a possibility here, and in other cases where
a beneficiary dies before a testator , many
testators name an educational or charitable
institution as a contingent beneficiary . It
is suggested that under such circumstances
Rhode Island College would be an appro priate contingent beneficiary in the wills of
Rhode Island College alumni and friends
of the College.

Note:
In all legacies for specific purposes a
Corrective Clause is suggested, which
might read as follows:
IF IT IS FOUND BY THE CORPORATION
OF THE RIC FOUNDATION THAT ALL OR
PART OF THE GIFT (OR THE INCOME OF
THE GIFT) CANNOT BE USEFULLY APPLIED
TO THE ABOVE PURPOSE, THEN ALL OR
ANY BALANCE OF THE GIFT (OR THE IN COME OF THE GIFT) NOT SO EXPENDED
MAY BE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE APPROVED BY SAID CORPORATION WHICH
IS WITHIN THE CORPORATE PURPOSES
OF THE COLLEGE.

MAY
(3 p.m.)
(7:30 p.m.)

2 (1 p.m.)

Distinguished Film Series :
Casablanca. Amos
Assembly Room , Clarke
Science Building.
Chaplains' Series: "The
Search for Security:
Christianity and Inter·
national Relations ." Dr.
Ronald B. Ballinger , associate professor of history . Ballroom, Student
Union .

5 (8 p.m.)

RIC-Community Orchestra ,
Auditorium , Roberts Hall.

9 (1 p.m.)

Cap and Gown Assembly
Auditorium , Roberts Hall.

8 (8:15 p.m .)

Fine Art s Series • Hous ton Symphony Andre
Previn conducting.
Auditorium, Roberts Hall.

9 (1 p.m.

9 , 10, 11
(8:30 pm.)

Chaplains' Series : "Graham Greene and the Concept of Justice." Carl
Stenberg, assistant pro fessor of English.
Ballroom, Student Union .
Chaplains' Series: "The
Black Messiah." Directed
by Richard Waters ,
founder of the Trinity
Square Players . Auditorium,
Roberts Hall.

14 (1 p.m.)

Recital: Faculty String
Quartet : Rob ert Currier ,
violin; Dr . Jay Goss ner ,
vi o la; George Mack, ce llo;
Barbara Poularikas , violin .
Little The atre , Roberts Hall.

15 (3 -p.m.)

Distingui shed Film Series:
"M" and "Fa tal Glass of Beer ."
Amos Assembly Room, Clarke
Science Building .

(7:30 p.m .)

16 (1 p.m .)
(8 p.m.)

Awards Day Assembly .
Auditorium , Roberts Hall
Rhode Island Concert Choir .
Auditorium, Roberts Hall.

21 (1 p.m .)

Recital: Janice M. Numetz,
piano .
Little Theatre , Roberts Hall.

25 (6 :30 p.m .)

Al umni Night
Donovan Dining Center .

JUNE
2 (3 p.m.)

Baccalaureate
Auditorium, Roberts Hall.

6 (7 :45 p.m.)

RIC Alumni Association
Annual Meeting
Auditorium , Mann Hall .

3 (10 a.m .)

Commencement
Campus .

24

Summer Sessions Begin .
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